This paper reports a packaging and calibration procedure for surface mounting of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors to measure strain in rocks. The packaging of FBG sensors is performed with glass fiber and polyester resin, and then subjected to tensile loads in order to obtain strength and deformability parameters, necessaries to assess the mechanical performance of the sensor packaging. For a specific package, an optimal curing condition has been found, showing good repeatability and adaptability for non-planar surfaces, such as occurs in rock engineering.
INTRODUCTION
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors have attracted a considerable amount of interest in the last ten years for use in opticalfiber sensing applications in civil and structural engineering. Geotechnical engineering needs reliable and precise information on stress, strain, and temperature in their states, rates, and gradients both in-situ and under laboratory conditions [1] . To date, however, there are only a few cases where FBG strain sensors have been used for rock deformation [1, 2] . Other applications of FBG sensors in geotechnical engineering include dynamic monitoring of tunnel displacements [3] , and in downhole measurements [4] . However, these sensors are fragile and their packaging should ensure that the sensors are robust and rugged enough to withstand the harsh environment found in the geotechnical industry.
In this work, we describe, for the first time, the feasibility of a FBG sensor application in hard rock mechanical material testing. The packaging of FBG sensors is performed with glass fiber and polyester resin. An optimal curing condition has been found, obtaining a sensor packaging for non-planar and complex natural material under acceptable sensitivity suitable for very small strains as occurs in hard rocks. We used an analytical model to characterize the influences of rock substrate and FBG packaging in strain transmission. Longitudinal and transversal strains under compression loads were measured, showing that response of FBG sensors is linear and reliable. Figures 8 and 9 shows recorded strain range between -275 to +100 microstrain; commercial products such as Geokon Fiber Optic FP4000 reaches ranges between -1000 to +1000 microstrain [9] . Otherwise, [1] reports -4 orders of magnitude for strain sensing; in this work we achieved -5 orders of magnitude for longitudinal and transversal strain. It is visible that equal strain is recorded with different wavelengths, possibly due to the time-dependent effect of the rock under different load rates. 
CONCLUSIONS
FBG sensors have been used in civil engineering, in materials such as concrete and metals. Very few works have been reported for use in rocks. This work presents a new surface-bonded FBG sensor designed to measure strains on nonplanar rock samples, as required for laboratory tests, and defines an initial step for future applications in rock structures, underground excavations, and geotechnical uses. The sensor packaging technique allows indeed a good transfer of strain, leading to testing in hard rock. Here is demonstrated strain ranges in rocks a few tens of microstrain.
The possible influence of rock inhomogeneities is diminished due to increased effective measurement area of the FBG sensor packaging. Sensor adaptation to different geometries allows a wide variety of applications.
Otherwise, in [10] was concluded that the thickness and Young´s modulus of the adhesive have little influence on the strain transmission, especially with the thickness of the glue is less than the diameter of an optical fiber, as made in this work.
